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between people and country. This young girl has the power to bring water flooding into the great dry lakes. In Plains of Promise this girl's power and the power of the Law are not given to us in the form of the fantastic, the magical, or as dream but as matters of fact.
In writing The Postcolonial Eye, I was interested in questions of the visual field and what is visible or not, depending on one's subjective position. So, whereas in Tindale's and Birdsell's eyes it seems that a young girl from Cherbourg Aboriginal Settlement can be reduced to an object of their anthropometrics, in the eyes of an Indigenous viewer the same girl might be a very powerful figure, one through whom the Law works, the Law of the country itself. I was interested in how non-Indigenous readers/viewers might approach this difference, allowing its effects rather than closing it over. Aboriginal art has often been approached either as figuring naïve and unsophisticated creation stories or as maps of country-pictograms. More recently, and seemingly more promisingly, Aboriginal art has been approached as abstract art. It seems to me that each of these approaches, though, fails to foreground the urgent question of Indigenous knowledges
KR: One of the book's interests regards gaps in representation and

